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ABSTRACT
Environmental impacts from blasting are traditionally related to the control of vibration, airblast levels and flyrock near mine operations. Noise or very little work either experimental or theoretical has been performed regarding environmental impacts from blasting with reference to surface water and air quality. Other aspects could be considered, resulting from the fragmentation of the blasted material and its final use as fill material. This paper discusses the optimization of mine blasting activity in surface coal mines based on the premise of mitigating environmental impacts different from those traditionally studied. This mine to fill analysis is conceptualized through applying classical fragmentation analysis.

A conceptual downstream cost analysis of the blasting activity is introduced to evaluate the impacts of the environmental improvements in theblast in the final mining cost. Fragmentation is a key element in the analysis due to the nature of the use of overburden material throughout the mine processes for reclamation and fill purposes. Environmental impacts of the earth fills in coal mines can be directly related to the properties of material used for the earth fills. The final result of this study is a concept for specifying material for specific use, placement and handling in surface coal mines. A matrix of specifications is introduced and will allow for future optimization of overburden handling with consideration of blasting parameters once finalized specifications are determined.

INTRODUCTION
In the past environmental effects of blasting have predominantly been evaluated by measuring its direct effects. The effects most easily measured traditionally were ground vibrations and air overpressures. Blast optimization therefore sought to minimize ground vibrations and air overpressures while maintaining needed fragmentation and production rates at an economically feasible level. An optimized blast design is one that will break or move rock to the required fragment size for secondary equipment, to efficiently handle it, while minimizing secondary components such as cost and ground vibration effects. To that end, the optimization of blasting is not achieved in the same way at every site.

In addition to these optimization regimes one is proposed that considers indirect environmental effects of blasting. These environmental effects include conductivity, selenium content, Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), reforestation, vegetation growth, wildlife and wildlife habitat reintroduction in water runoff from fills created with blasted overburden material. Just as designs to optimize fragmentation and vibration can run counter to one another so can optimization for the different environmental effects. The materials created from blasting events need to be evaluated to determine their short and long term environmental impacts of the fill areas into which the blasted material are placed. Means of reducing targeted impacts can be achieved through redesigning blasts to produce rock materials with particle sizes, densities, distributions, and compositions that minimize negative environmental impacts. Optimized fill material will change throughout the construction of the fill and this temporal component must be considered as well.

These material particle sizes, densities, distributions, and compositions vary depending on the different environmental impacts that are to be mitigated and the materials in question. Creating these different material specifications can be aided through blasting practices. This process potentially means moving away from the most economical method of removing overburden to one that weighs environmental impacts. This is the cost/benefit associated with the optimization of blasting to minimize the impacts on a given environmental concern. Mining operations must be optimized through their entire operational cycle. There are real costs associated with environmental considerations such as lengthy permitting process, regulatory fines, reclamation, and high capital water treatment facilities. Increased costs associated with processes early on in the cycle, such as blasting, could offset long term remediation costs.

Optimizing blasts to produce materials with required sizes and distributions can be aided by mathematical models which predict particle size and distribution. These models have typically been utilized to design blasts which produce fragments sizes that are best for secondary crushing or handling. It is shown in later sections that these models can be applied to typical blasts from the Appalachian Region. Provided the final product specifications of the rock material are known, blasts can be designed using this optimization process.

TRADITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF BLASTING
Traditionally environmental effects of blasting have been limited to areas of vibration, air overpressure, and flyrock. These effects have been targeted for research and improvement due to the immediacy of their effects, the regulations which govern their limits, and the relative ease by which they are measured. Early work in these areas was conducted by the United States Bureau of Mines. These efforts led to the development of field feasible methods of measuring ground vibrations (Lee, Thoenen and Windes 1976) and air overpressure (Ireland 1942). Over time better methods and tools for measuring ground vibrations and air overpressure were researched (Black 1993, Stachura 1981). Eventually, as reliable measurements were made possible, attention was turned to monitor the effects that measurable vibrations had on nearby structures (Edwards 1960, Duvall 1962, Northwood 1963, Nichols 1971, Medaris 1977, Siddiqui 1980a, Siddiqui 1980b, Clark 1983, Stagg 1984, Siddiqui 1985, Shaw 1989, Siddiqui 1995, Siddiqui 2000, Adhakati 2005). Much of this work aided in the promulgation of legislation which regulated mine blasting and defined ground vibration and air overpressure limits. Legislation such as Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 created a regulatory environment that encouraged improvement.

While vibration and damage monitoring work continues today, it has been joined by the companion focus of altering aspects of a blast with the intention of controlling ground vibrations and air overpressures. This research led to theories and methods to reduce ground vibration and air overpressure (Duvall 1963, Siddiqui 1985, Stachura 1986, Kopf 1986, Siddiqui 1989). Although much of the theory for ground vibration waveform tailoring was developed in the 1980s it has been revisited in recent years due to the introduction of the economically viable electronic detonators.
Flyrock incidents have occurred for as long as there has been blasting. Most research looks into causes and offers up best practices for the prevention of flyrock (Ash 1975, Wessel and Roth 1978, Fletcher and D’Andrea 1986, Biapayev 2003, Biapayev 2004, Little 2007). This was made imperative as regulations defined flyrock and contains provisions for flyrock control and avoidance (DNR 1979).

**SECONDARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF BLASTING**

Contemporary environmental concerns that have come under more scrutiny are those of long term environmental impacts. These are focused around water quality, air quality, and resulting downstream habitat effects. Although these are often a result of mining practices as a whole, solutions could be found in the manner in which blasting occurs.

Much of the work investigating gas emissions from blasting has taken place on the laboratory scale. These experiments emulated different conditions in the field such as explosive contamination and confinement to study their effects on gaseous product production (Chaiton, Cook, and Ruh 1974, Persson and Persson 1980, Mainiato 1997). Field work on the subject has proven less that conclusive given the physical challenges associated with monitoring gas emissions from entire blasts (Schulze and Brathey 1996, Onederra et al. 2012).

Lamberti et al. (2012) discuss work related to NOx emissions from both blasting and diesel equipment at a specific mine site. Highest NOx emissions come from Haul trucks (44.69%), clearly a truck that is not at full capacity due to a poor distributor of particle sizes will increase the number of trucks and reduce the air quality. Furthermore, blasting is calculated to contribute to the next highest level of NOx emissions at a mine site, increasing explosive quantity or strength to produce different particle sizes will also increase the level of NOx produced at the mine site. Shorel productivity in terms of swings per day could be reduced if the required site distribution is found to be too great for the bucket site, increasing both cost and air quality. A balance between all environmental effects needs to be established; simply improving one area can have a negative effect on another.

This paper focuses on the potential environmental impacts from materials that have been blasted based on their fragmentation sizing, distribution, and placement. The fills in which the blasted materials are placed are the areas from which environmental concerns arise. These environmental effects include productivity, selenium content, TSS, TDS present in runoff waters, as well as reforestation, vegetation growth, wildlife and wildlife habitat reintroduction. While these effects will vary with different strata and rock materials (Williams 1994) they will also vary based on the fragment size, and distribution. These latter two qualities can be altered through different blasting practices. Work can be done to develop better ways to construct fills using material with properties that have been historically produced from surface coal mines. This however takes blasting to be a “black box” from which the same material will always be produced. Instead blasting must be considered in this work as well for its ability to produce materials better suited for fill construction.

**COMPREHENSIVE EFFECTS OF BLASTING PRACTICES**

The cycle associated with mining and reclamation is: Drill, Blast, Dig, Move, Place, Waive, Monitor, React. This overall cyclical operation must be optimized to allow for continued operation and adaptation during increased regulatory scrutiny on the back end of the cycle. These alterations must be evaluated economically as well as environmentally. The effects changes in blasting have on overall operational costs cover everything from drilling and blasting to final placement and reclamation of the material. The concept of mine to mill is not new to the mining industry that process blasted materials (Kanchboks and Valery 2010). Considering an overall process for blasted overburden is very similar to mine to mill and could be redefined as “mine to fill.” What is proposed in this paper takes into account environmental impacts of these alterations and the associated economics with remediating those impacts. Fragmentation is the first step in this cycle and therefore the first place to make alterations with the intent of improving downstream effects.

Hissmen (2013) advises a Lean Six Sigma cost and waste elimination model for an aggregate quarry that demonstrates a relationship between the degree of rock fragmentation and cost per ton. Poor fragmentation from blasting will simply increase costs through hauling, crushing or grinding. There is an optimum that can be found to satisfy all aspects of the quarry cycle for both cost and productivity with just a few changes to personnel attitude and pit design. Drilling is the start of the cost structure; it directly affects the blast, which in turn affects the cost. In a similar way to how the initial blast can directly affect the final cost to the mine, it also has a direct effect to the final environmental issues of the mine. Rather than the pit and plant being seen as separate entities, they should be considered one smooth transition with each affecting the next step, much like improvements from the start will affect the end result. A similar model and idea can be applied to the “environmental cost.”

Optimized mine fill for environmental purposes should comprise of a series of rock filters at the base before the main bulk fill is placed. This practice is well established and allows for reduced environmental effects from water runoff at the fill sites. Filters are best formed from medium grain grey sandstone, generally found at surface coal sites (Warner, personal email communication). These materials are particularly robust and allow for less outfall issues such as TDS, conductivity, and Selenium content. Other material found in Appalachian surface coal mines would be used in the main fill material above the filter and drains thus isolating them (Figure 1).

Through a series of blast designs which target the mine ranges for the rock drains, primary and secondary and tertiary filters, it is possible to produce enough material to successfully create the proposed filter design. Only the initial blasts would have to be specifically designed to produce the material desired for the filters, not every blast at the mine site. Changes in blast design have been shown to allow for shifting of the distribution curve for fragmentation. These changes would suggest that blast design could be altered to create more material of a desired size fraction. Considerable adjustment to the blast design may be necessary to achieve such drastically different materials. In the initial stages of fill construction, considerable effort and attention would be required in the blasting phase to achieve the “specified” material. Some additional processing may be necessary, but could be as simple as a grizzly to allow for fine material to pass and not be utilized for drain and filter construction. If a sufficient filter is created for the fill without the use of mechanical separation, solely adapted blast design, it is possible to produce a cost effective, environmentally improved reclaimed mine site.

**INTRODUCTION TO FRAGMENTATION MODELLING AND ASSESSMENT**

Blasting is used throughout the surface coal mining industry for effective overburden removal. Ideal fragmentation sizes have long been created through adaptations to blast designs in order to optimize mine productivity and for commercial
Table 1. Rock factor parameters (Lilly, 1983)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Mass Description (RMD)</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powder/Soft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocky</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totally Massive</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Plane Spacing (JPS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear (&gt;1.0m)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate (0.1 to 1m)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise (&gt;0.1m)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Plane Orientation (JPO)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip Out of Face</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike Normal to Face</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip into Face</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Gravity Influence (SGI)</td>
<td>25(SG-50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness Factor (HF)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Modulus(GPa) /3</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of models have been established to predict size distributions from specific blast designs. Predictions are made either through empirical or mechanistic modeling. Empirical modeling assumes fixed fragmentation from higher energy input whilst mechanistic modeling tracks the physics of detonation and the energy transfer for specific blast layouts. Quite clearly the mechanistic model requires more data so is more difficult to apply on a day to day basis, therefore, empirical models are most often used for the prediction of fragmentation size. One of the first empirical fragmentation models with respect to blasting is the Kuz-Ram model. The model was established by Cunningham in 1983 as an easy method of estimating fragmentation based on geometric parameters of the drilling and blast design. A mean size is calculated using blast parameters (Kuznetsov 1973) and the fragmentation spread is based on an adapted version of the Rosin-Rammler equation. Four equations are required for the model:

**Adapted Kuznetsov equation:**

\[
x_m = 4X^{0.25} \cdot Q_2 \cdot (115 / \text{RWS})^{0.25}
\]

(1)

where \(x_m\) = mean particle size (cm); \(A = \text{rock factor}\); \(K = \text{powder factor (g/cm²)}\); \(Q_2 = \text{mass of explosive in the hole (kg)}\); RWS = weight strength relative to ANFO, 115 being the RWS for TNT.

**Rock Factor, A:**

\[
A = \frac{0.06RMD + JPS + JPO + SGI + HF}{20}
\]

(2)

Adapted Rosin-Rammler equation:

\[
R_d = \exp\left[-0.693(\frac{x}{x_m})^{1.8}ight]
\]

(3)

where \(R_d = \text{mass fraction remained on screen opening}\); \(x = \text{uniformity index, between 0.7 and 2}\).

**Uniformity equation:**

\[
\eta = \left(\frac{2.2 \cdot 14.8}{B} \cdot \left(1 + \frac{2.8}{B}\right)^{2} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{W}{B}\right)\right) \cdot \left(1 + \frac{1}{B}\right)
\]

(4)

where \(B = \text{burst load (m)}\); \(S = \text{spacing (m)}\); \(d = \text{hole diameter (mm)}\); \(W = \text{standard deviation of drilling precision (m)}\); \(L = \text{charge length (m)}\); \(BCL = \text{bottom charge length (m)}\); \(CCL = \text{column charge length (m)}\); \(H = \text{bench height (m)}\) (Cunningham 1983).

The model is simple to use due to the ease of access to data for all parameters involved and does not involve a lengthy image analysis process. Despite this, it has been scrutinized for its lack of inclusion of all parameters involved with rock fragmentation and an underestimation of the prediction of fines (less than 50 mm). Lownds (1983) identified that the uniformity parameter is not influenced by mechanical properties of the rock or characteristics of the explosive. Fragmentation prediction by Cunningham (1983) assumes that a single distribution of pre-existing discontinuities is present within the rock mass and that tensile failure is the main mechanism of failure. A tensile stress field is created around each blasthole extending radial cracks as it initiates. The interaction between radial cracks from different blastholes and the free face create rock fragments.
end of the spectrum, far more accurate than using the total volume of rock as in the original model by Cunningham (1936), however, the model is based on a small scale, deal, test (Rollins 1990).

The Rollins model still only takes into account tensile breakage; in reality, there are two very different mechanisms that cause rock fragmentation, both tensile failure, and compressive shear failure (Figure 3). Compressive shear failure occurs close to the blasthole and creates much smaller particles. In hard rock blasting, fragmentation models such as the Kuz-Ram give a good result since the effects of compressive shear failure are minimal. Softer rocks, however, have a significant amount of compressive shear failure and therefore this parameter should be taken into account in the prediction of fragmentation size. This also explains the underestimation of fines in the original Kuz-Ram model. Djordjevic (1999) developed a two component model for cases where fragmentation of the given rock volume occurs due to two different mechanisms. The $d_{50}$ size calculated from Equation 1 is used for the coarse distribution of sizes. The mean size of fines, typically under 50 mm, are considered separately. The model gives a better estimation to the full spectrum of fragmentation sizes. The two separate $d_{50}$ sizes are input into a modified version of Equation 3 to give:

$$P_r = 1 - (1 - F_r) \cdot \exp\left\{-0.693\left[\frac{X}{a}\right]^3\right\} - F_r \cdot \exp\left\{-0.693\left[\frac{X}{b}\right]^3\right\}$$

where $a$ and $c$ = mean fragment sizes in the tensile and compressive failure regions, respectively; $b$ and $d$ = uniformity coefficients in the tensile and compressive failure regions, respectively and $F_r$ = the total mass of rock failed by shear compressive strength, given by:

$$F_r = M_r \cdot 10^6$$

where $M_r$ = mass of rock failed in compression and $M$ = total mass of rock per blast hole.

Kanchibotla et al. (1999) hypothesize that fines are produced by the crushing action of the rock adjacent to the blast holes. A cylindrical volume, similar to that shown in Figure 3 as compressive breakage, is determined by calculating the point at which radial stress around the blast hole exceeds the dynamic compressive strength of the rock. The distribution of the coarse fraction ($>1$ mm) and the fine fraction of the rock are considered separately. Predictions using this model have been used on several mine sites, the resulting size distributions on the fines zone are far superior to those from the original Kuz-Ram model (Kanchibotla et al. 1999). Ouchterlony (2004) incorporates a third parameter to account for the upper limit cut-off of block sizes from the original model giving correlation coefficients with stowed data of at least 0.997.

**DISCUSSION**

The Cunningham model has typically been popular for fragmentation distribution prediction, despite its known underestimation of fines (Kojovic 1995, Comeau 1996, Rollins 1990, Djordjevic 1999, Kanchibotla et al. 1999). This is because blasting engineers are typically interested in the >250 mm size due to its affects in the loading and haulage operations, a crucial part of the overall mine cost. Accurate estimation of fines developed by the Djordjevic (1999), Kanchibotla et al. (1999) and Ouchterlony (2004) models are only necessary in operations where proportion of fines affects the price of the final product, such as iron ore, so the addition of even more parameters to an already extensive predictive model is not often required. Nevertheless, fines could be a big factor in fill design since they will inevitably transport more waterborne contaminants. Therefore knowing the exact proportions of fines and their specific size could be crucial in mitigating these environmental effects.

Fragmentation distribution can be analyzed through photographic image analysis. A number of computer models have been developed including, but not limited to, GoldSim, (Kleine 1997) BLASTFRAG (Ezzeldin 1989) and WipFrag. Kanchibotla et al. (1999), discuss the systematic bias involved with image analysis due to the coarse fragmentation zone on the surface of the muck pile caused by the stemming zone where no explosive charge is present (Figure 4). Fragmentation in this zone is due to gas heave from the underlying explosive charge and secondary breakage through crushing and grinding during movement. To avoid sampling bias, images need to be taken at regular intervals throughout the digging process, possibly hindering the shovel and truck productivity. An image based software system needs to be able to distinguish between different particles, usually by identifying particle boundary pixels in a grey level scale. It is easy to confuse shadows with particle separation and the fine portion of the scale is near impossible to predict. Due to this, pre-processing work is often required to outline separate rock particles and identify areas of fines. Finest are not fully taken into account through image analysis; first, they are not always present on the surface due to settling, wind or rain, and secondly, individual fragments are too small to segregate due to image resolution limitations. Since fines are not often of high interest when looking at fragmentation distribution, they are often eliminated from the final size distribution in image analysis, but this is the specific users’ choice.

When looking at Figure 4 and the consideration for the coarse fragmentation limitation for image analysis, it is apparent that the coarse fragmentation zone is not taken into account for the Kuz-Ram model. It has been discussed that the column charge (red in Figure 4) causes two types of failure, compressive and tensile, where the tensile failure is considered in the original model. Attempts have been made to include the fines fraction into the model through two and three component models by Djordjevic (1999) and Ouchterlony (2004), respectively. However, no consideration for the upper end of the size.
distribution has been considered. When looking at blast optimization specifically for fill material, both extents of the scale are important and need to be considered within the models used.

A lot of research has been carried out on blast fragmentation to optimize overall mine costs, yet with increased legislation with respect to air and water quality in recent years more needs to be known with respect to the costs associated with optimizing size for mitigating these environmental effects. A comparison of ANFO versus 100% emulsion performance with equal drilling and blasting costs was carried out by Lee and Luk (2012). Photographic fragmentation analysis, quantitative dig rates from time studies and qualitative rates about the digestibility of the blast from video recordings were utilized to evaluate the performance of the blast. Keeping the drill and blast cost per haak cubic yard in mind there were no costs for the two blasts ($6.46) produced a cost per hole of $170.76 for ANFO and $233.24 for emulsion. Results from the time study showed that the emulsion shot had a slightly lower average bucket time than the ANFO shot, of 31.98 seconds compared to 32.64 seconds. It was concluded that this was an insignificant time difference in terms of productivity and cost, but a lower standard deviation showed more consistency in digging. Digital photographs were taken of the muck pile throughout the shovel excavation to get a representative sample of the whole pile, two lasers were used for scale. WipFrag was used to analyze the fragmentation distribution after pre-processing was carried out to represent the rock particles. Fines, shown in white (Figure 5) were not taken into consideration in the WipFrag analysis.

A comparison of the average size distribution for the ANFO and emulsion shots is shown in Figure 6. The emulsion shot results in a smaller mean particle size than ANFO, which will become important in calculating costs for the full mine cycle and bucket load efficiency. The ANFO shot contained more blast holes for the same volume compared to the emulsion shot, 206 to 158, respectively. The higher amount of fines for ANFO, 45% passing 0.1mm compared to 23% for emulsion can be attributed to the facts that there is a higher prevalence of holes in the ANFO shot and that fines are produced around each bucket hole due to compressive stress. Costs for the full mine cycle are required to gauge an idea of how varying the fragmentation size distribution of a blast muck pile will affect the overall mining costs. Oxenham et al. (2007) developed an equation to estimate the bucket loading time ($T_b$) based on a CAT 330C LME:

$$T_b = 0.0103 \times P_{360} + 3.60$$

(7)

The lower mean particle size for emulsion of 9 inches compared to 11 inches for ANFO outputs a difference of 0.53 seconds in loading times and 49 buckets per hour, consequently increasing productivity; probably due to the increased powder factor for the emulsion shot (Lee and Luk, 2012). The lower mean particle size will decrease cost with respect to bucket loading times, but the smaller particle size yields greater surface area for the transport of contaminants in water, such as TDS will be increased. There is clearly a balance between operational cost and the mitigation of environmental effects that has to be established. Calculating the final cost from mine to fill is possible through time studies and simple calculations.

The Kuz-Ram model (Cunningham 1983) can be utilized by using the same blast parameters collected by Lee and Luk (2012). Input parameters for Equations 1-4 are shown in Table 2.

Figures 7 and 8 show comparisons of the calculated size distribution using the Kuz-Ram model with the average WipFrag photo analyzed for sized distribution for ANFO and emulsion. Figures 6 and 7 clearly show the lack of inclusion of fines in photographic analysis; despite this the main curve of the graph has a relatively good fit between the calculated and analyzed distributions for both ANFO and emulsions. If the calculated and analyzed size distributions were compared to actual sieve data, it is hypothesized that the finer end of the curve will be between that already shown. This is due to the calculated models' underestimation of fines, and the fact that the photographic image analysis model has not considered the fines end of the spectrum at all. Mean particle sizes are shown in Table 3, the close proximity of values gives a good

---

**Table 2. Kuz-Ram parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>ANFO</th>
<th>Emulsion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter d</td>
<td>7.875 in</td>
<td>7.875 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden B</td>
<td>200 mm</td>
<td>200 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden $B$</td>
<td>17 ft</td>
<td>20 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing S</td>
<td>5.182 ft</td>
<td>6.097 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column height L</td>
<td>33 ft</td>
<td>33 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column height $L$</td>
<td>5.487 ft</td>
<td>6.097 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge $W$</td>
<td>10.06 ft</td>
<td>10.06 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight Q</td>
<td>394.9 lb</td>
<td>580.7 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight $Q$</td>
<td>33 lbs</td>
<td>53 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder factor k</td>
<td>1.06 lbf/ft$^3$</td>
<td>1.19 lbf/ft$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFO</td>
<td>0.63 lbs/ft$^3$</td>
<td>0.70 lbs/ft$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsion</td>
<td>100 lbs/ft$^3$</td>
<td>107 lbs/ft$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFO</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsion</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANFO</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulsion</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Comparison of calculated and analyzed size distribution for ANFO shot

Figure 8. Comparison of calculated and analyzed size distribution for emulsion shot

Table 4. Recommended values for specific use in mining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Fill</th>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Stability</th>
<th>Weathering Protection (erosion control)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasting density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION
Further research through the ARIES project can potentially produce input parameters similar to that in Table 4 for optimum particle sizes to minimize water quality effects from fill material. The shape and size distribution can be altered through blast design parameters and a reasonable distribution can be calculated using the Kuz-Ram model (Cunningham 1983). Ideally, a number of tables specific for each layer in the drain and filter system for grey sandstone are required. Cost analysis on the ability to adapt a blast design to produce the quantities required for a single layer in the filter system should be carried out and studies as to whether enough of the specified material is available at one site.

It has been proven that optimising specific particle sizes for final use is possible through known blast design parameters and explosive type. Parameters from Table 4 to minimise environmental effects with respect to water quality, could however have a negative effect on other environmental factors, such as air quality (Ladhari et al. 2012). An optimum balance between cost, production and environmental issues should be found, similar to that discussed for productivity at an aggregate quarry by Husein (2013).

Further research into the specific sites required for minimizing water contamination in order to determine the actual cost and negative effects with respect to other environmental effects such as air quality is required before it can be determined whether the benefits will outweigh the possible increase in costs. Surface coal mines can use the concept outlined in this paper to optimise operations through mine to fill.
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